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Model Organism and Mode of Development

This work focuses on early embryonic development in the Nematode C.

elegans.



Model Organism and Mode of Development

This work focuses on early embryonic development in the Nematode C.

elegans.

C. elegans predominantly exhibits a deterministic form of development called

mosaic development.

Mosaic development: generally, each mother cell gives rise to two daughter

cells. All cells have a specified fate (as opposed to regulative development).

Adapted from: http://courses.biology.utah.edu/

bastiani/3230/DB%20Lecture/Lectures/b12Worm.html



Model Organism and Mode of Development

In mosaic development, a lineage tree exists which is invariant across wild-type individuals. The

lineage tree provides information about mother cells and their descendants, from founder cells to

organized tissues.

COURTESY: https://morpho13.wikispaces.com/Rothman+Project



Do cells in a lineage tree segregate in 3-D 
space?

The C. elegans lineage tree is organized axially

(along a single axis):

* 1-D space (left-to-right), 1-D time (lineage).

Our approach is based on a multidimensional

data structure:

* when you take 5-D data into account (3D of space,

1D time, 1D cell size),

* what new things can you learn about the early

embryo?

8 terminal cells (N = 15), C. elegans cell lineage, WormWeb.org

http://wormweb.org/celllineage#c=P0&z=1

Traditional lineage tree



5-dimensional Data Structure

A generalized parameter space based on 

observations across embryos (x,y,z)
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A spatially-independent parameter space ordered 

by size (smaller cells branch rightward, larger cells branch 

leftward) and lineage time (t,i)
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Parameter i: a differentiation code

Differentiation in mosaic embryos: a binary event, where

a mother cell gives rise to two daughter cells. In mosaic

development, differentiation occurs both recursively and in

parallel.

Differentiation tree: a tree structure based on a series of

differentiation events extracted from the lineage tree and a

binary code that classifies daughter cells by size1.

1 Gordon, R. The Hierarchical Genome and Differentiation Waves. World Scientific (1999).
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Parameter i: a differentiation code

Differentiation in mosaic embryos: a binary event, where

a mother cell gives rise to two daughter cells. In mosaic

development, differentiation occurs both recursively and in

parallel.

Differentiation tree: a tree structure based on a series of

differentiation events extracted from the lineage tree and a

binary code that classifies daughter cells by size.

Differentiation code: for every mother-daughter triplet D,

there exists a mother (m) smaller daughter (d0) and a larger

daughter (d1).

Upon differentiation, d0 → m0 and m0 in turn gives rise to

two daughters, d00 and d01.
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Embryo in 3-D space1, classified by 2-cell 
differentiation code

16-terminal cell 64-terminal cell 128-terminal cell

Magenta points have a differentiation code of [0], blue points have a differentiation code of [1]. Degree of

spatial separability greatest in 16-terminal cell condition (5-layered tree), most overlap seen in 128-

terminal cell condition (8-layered tree).

1Data from Bao et.al, Developmental Biology, 318(1), 65-72 (2008); Murray et.al, Genome Research, 22(7), 1282-1294 (2012).



“The Worm and the 
Embryogenetic Hairball”

Complex networks are used in analyzing the Caenorhabditis
elegans connectome1 and Ciona intestinalis cell-cell
contacts2:

3-D spatial information can be translated to a series of
Euclidean distances.

* distances can be used to establish “spheres of signaling
influence” for a given cell.

* examine this interactome (analogous to paracrine signaling)
at different spatial scales.

1 The Connectome Debate: Is Mapping the Mind of a Worm Worth It? SciAm, 10/2 (2012).

2 Nucleic Acids Research, 44(D1), D808-D818 (2015).



Step 1: find interactome amongst a subtree of cells. Plot out significant distances in 3-D space. In this case, we 

can see the undirected connections (relative distances and angles) amongst 15 cells.  



Step 2: expand this methodology to the entire tree. Below right is a 230-cell network with a distance threshold of 

0.05 of the maximum distance.



Embryogenetic Hairball: Scalable Interactome

Early C. elegans embryo: cells have physical contacts and spatial order 

(left). Juxtacrine signaling also occurs, but at longer length scales. A 

complex network-based interactome can be extracted for several spatial 

scales relative to a single cell (concentric circles, right).
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Embryogenetic Hairball: Scalable Interactome

Early C. elegans embryo: cells have physical contacts and spatial order 

(left). Juxtacrine signaling also occurs, but at longer length scales. A 

complex network-based interactome can be extracted for several spatial 

scales relative to a single cell (concentric circles, right).

Euclidean Distance Metric: the linear

distance in three-dimensional space

between two cell nuclei.

Distance coefficient: Euclidean

distance (red, left) divided by maximum

distance in sample (black, left).

Distance threshold: remove all of the

longest distances in addition to self-

connections.

* threshold of 0.05 shows all of the

connections with a distance of 0.05% of

the maximum distance in the sampled

portion of the lineage or differentiation

tree.



Hairball for 16 terminal-cell 

condition, threshold of 0.25.

Hairball for 16 terminal-cell 

condition, threshold of 0.15.

Hairball for 16 terminal-cell 

condition, threshold of 0.05.

Purple nodes and arcs = descendent of [1], Yellow nodes and arcs = descendent of [0], 

grayish pink arcs = connections bridging the sublineages. Increasing number of 

interconnections, bipartite topology lost as distance threshold increases.

Graphs rendered in Gephi v0.9.0



128 terminal-cell condition, distance 

threshold of 0.15.

128 terminal-cell condition, distance 

threshold of 0.05.

Graphs rendered in Gephi v0.9.0



Differentiation Tree Sublineages as Network 
Clique Members

Clique analysis also shows that cells both within and between sublineages can be members of a

clique.

* conducted on the 128-terminal cell condition, yielded 117 cliques of size 5 (optimal clique

number-size tradeoff).

Sublineage

[000] [001] [010] [011] [100] [101] [110] [111]

Number of members of sublineage

across all cliques generated 
42 151 68 34 35 58 159 38

[0] [1]

Number of cliques with overlap 75.2%

Number of cliques without overlap 15.4% 9.4%



Circular plot for 16 terminal-cell 

condition, threshold of 0.25.

Circular plot for 64 terminal-cell 

condition, threshold of 0.05.

Circular plot for 128 terminal-cell 

condition, threshold of 0.05.

Connection Type Intra-sublineage [0] Intra-sublineage [1] Inter-sublineage TOTAL

16-terminal cell 0.31 0.37 0.32 1.00

64-terminal cell 0.33 0.46 0.21 1.00

128-terminal cell 0.39 0.35 0.26 1.00

Graphs rendered in Gephi v0.9.0



C. elegans 64-terminal cell embryo (mosaic development,

colored sublineages defined by cell size and type)

M. Musculus 64-cell embryo (regulative development,

colored sublineages defined by tissue type)

Does this method of inquiry extend to so-called regulative embryos? Perhaps, as shown in a comparison between

C. elegans and Mouse (Data from Strnad et.al, Nature Methods, doi:10.1038/nmeth.3690).

Sublineage
[0]

Sublineage
[1]

Trophectoderm

Inner Cell 
Mass



Developmental Connectome

Using pharyngeal connectome data based on

cell-cell connections, can the embryonic

assembly of a connectome be observed?
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Developmental Connectome

Using pharyngeal connectome data based on

cell-cell connections, can the embryonic

assembly of a connectome be observed?

Modeled in an adult phenotype, we can

observe:

* addition of cells between 265 and 300

minutes of embryogenesis.

* the terminal-differentiation of pharyngeal

neurons by developmental subtree.

* network topologies for these connectome,

which can be compared to the developmental

cell networks (embryos prior to 200

minutes).

280 Minutes 290 Minutes

300 Minutes 400 Minutes

Graphs rendered in Gephi v0.9.0



Thank you for attending!

Thanks also go to the 

DevoWorm Group and 

OpenWorm Foundation

Better Systems Biology through data visualization. COURTESY:

Lewis, D. The CAVE artists. Nature Medicine, 20, 228–230 (2014).

Cell Differentiation Processes as 

Spatial Networks. Figshare, 

10.6084/m9.figshare.5071288

The Emergent Connectome in 

Caenorhabditis elegans Embryogenesis. 

bioRxiv, doi:10.1101/146035


